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ABSTRACf

The preparation and response characteristics of sorne secondary
radiation dosimeters are described.

Their practical utility and sensitivity are analyzed in detail.
Radiation yields (G values) and calibration curves for sorneoí these
dosimeters were measured, and their application and limitations in
radiation processing were compared.

RESUMEN
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Se hace una revisión sobre algunos dosímetros secundarios de ra-
diación describiendo sus mecanismos y forma de preparación.

Además, se discute su utilidad como sensores de radiación, así
como dónde y cómo utilizarlos.

La discusión incluye algunas observaciones ilustradas en la sec-
C10n experimental, en la que además, se determinan los valores G para
los sistemas químicos, curvas y distribución de dosis dentro de una
cámara de irradiación.

INTROOOCf ION

In radiation processing applications absolute rnethods for the
determination of dos e by prirnary standard dosimcters such as calorirneters
and ianizatian chambers are complicated and time conslming. This can
be a disadvantage whcn quick dase determinations are rcquircd or where
frequent determinatians are needed.

Thus several routine secondary systems have been developed and

* Work done during a short stage at the Accelerator Department,Danish
Atomic Energy Commission, Research Establ ishment, Ris0 Denmark (pre-
sently Ris6 National Laboratory), Supported by the Consejo Nacional
de Ciencia y Tecnología.

(+) Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares, Salazar, Edo. de
Méx ico.
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applied, in order to determine the dos e in a simple and effieient way,
mainly in those fields where radiatian i5 uscd as an industrial tooI.

lhe selection of a dosimeter for a given purpose depends of the
following eri teria (1) .

1) Independenee of response on radiation energy.
2) Water ay tissue equivalent absorption characteristics.
3) Linear dose vs. response rclationship.
4) Wide dose range.
5) Indepcndenee of dose rateo
ó) Good aeeuracy.
7) r~od reproducibility.
8) Response independcnt of environmental conditions.
9) lndependenee of impurities.
10) liell-defined reaetion meehanism.
11) Good storage stability hefare and after irradiatian.
12) Cheapness and simplieity in use.
No one system so far fu1fills all the above requirements, although

a fe\\' come faiT!Y clase. The sclcction oC a particular system requires

llil assessment of priorities and dcpends on the process and type oí
~1terial to be irradiated.

In the following pages a critica] examinatian oí sorne routine dosi-
meter systems is presented. 1hey have been grouped as liquid ehemieal
plasties and dye dosimeters.

Glfl>lI CAL lJOSI~lETERS

Any system in which a mcasurahlc chemica]
irradiatian may be tenned a chemical Josirncter.

ehange takes place upon
Solid, liquid and ga-

seous systems have been explored, a1though only aqueous ehemieal systems
.....ill be discusscd in this section.

Radiation effects produced in a chcmical dosimeter are caused

primarily by fast clectrons (ei thcr as the primary radiation or as

photoclcctrons or Comptonclcctrons In gammairradiation). \\hcn a fast

primar¡' elcctron passes through a material it loses its energy gradually

by cxciting llild ionizing the atoros of the mcdium. The secondar¡' electrons

ITk"lY be able to cause further excitation and ionization, ""hose processes
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eventually lead to chemical reactions.
The dose absorbed in a chemical dosimeter is measured by the change

in some property of the system that is directly dependent on the integral
amount of certain products of radiolysis. This is analyzed frequently
by measuring the change in optica: density (OD) at characteristic wave-
lengths of absorption bands induce due to product accumulation.

From this measurement and the definition of radiation yield
(G-value)*, dose can be computed as:

D Ó OIl
p G~ e x 0.964 x 109 rads (1)

hnerc pis the density of thc solutioTI,£ the molar extinction cocfficient
and ~ the optical pathlength in the analyzing cell.

In conclusion, if we know the G value and the molar extinction
coefficient we can compute the dose from accurate readings of dOD.

FRICKE DOSl~rrrrER(2a)

The ferrous sulfate dosirneter or "Fricke" dosimcter is bascd on
the radiatían oxidatían oí an acidic aqueous ferrous sulfate solution.

The dose is found by analyzis spectrophotometrically at 305nm wavelength
of the ferríe ion concentratían after irradiatían.

The dosimeter solution consists of O.~ H2SO, and lO-3M Fe2+ in
triply distilled H20. Some workers add O.OOlM NaCl to desensitize the
solution to organic impurities. For high dose rate experiments NaCI must
not be added, since it has a pronounced effect on the Fe3+ yield in such
cases. For this conclítion it i5 recorrunended to use the "super" Fricke
dosimeter which is prepared in the same way as the Fricke dosimeter though

. _ -3 ~
the ferrous concentratían 15 lTIcreased from 10 ~ to 10 M, and the solu-
tion is saturated with oxygen to a concentratían oE about 1.1~. This

* Where G value is equal to the number of radiation produced molecular
species per unit energy absorbed (e.g. number of Fe3+ per 100 eV).
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prevents back rcactions of electronsJ H-atoms or H02 radicals with Fe3+
and a150 radical -H,O, reactions.

The reaction mcchanism of the dosimeter has been studied exten-
sively. At low dose rates the oxidation may be represented 5imply by
the following 5chemc:

Fe;::+ + aj Fe ,+
+ a;~

11 + O, ~ Ha,

,+ + ,+Fe + al, + H ~ Fe + 11,0,

2+ 3+Fe + 11,0, ~ Fe + 'OH + al

thus: ,+G(Fe ) GOH + 3G¡¡ + 2~,o,

Values of Gaj. G¡¡ and G¡¡° are quoted in Table l. From these a ~dlue
3+ 2 2of G(Fe ) = 15.6 has been obtained in agreemcnt with the best expcri-

t 1 1 f 60C d"men a va ues, or o y-ra latIon.

TABLE 1.- Primary species yields of OH, H and H,O, to'+calculate G(Fe ) at pH 0.46

GOH ~ ~,O, Reference

2.89 3.62 0.759 3
2.9 3.7 0.8 4
2.9 3.9 0.785 5

In principIe, a previous knowledge oE the reaction mechanism oE
thc dosimcter determines its G value, which can be used to compute the
dose. In this scnse the Fricke solution can be used as a scconJary

standard (indeed the Fricke dosimeter has received fina 1 apprO\'al as an
American Society of Testing and ~Iaterials (ASnl) standard) (15).

Doscs can be measured with an accuracy of 1-2% in the range from
4 to 40 krad. if preparation of solutions of pure ingredients in ultra-
clcar glass containers is followed very carefully.
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1lJE FERROOS aJPRIC IXlSlMETER (lb)

In this dosimeter the process employed for the determination of
dos e is the oxidatian by irradiation of ferrous ions in an aqueous
sulfuric acid solution containing cupric sulfate and ferrous anmoniwn
sulfate. The determination of dos e is carried out by spectrophoto-
metric measurement at 30Snm wavelength oE the ferric ion concentration
after irradiation.

Since the G(re'+) decreases slightly with dose(2b) a calibration
curve must be made.

The absorbed energy is derived from the concentration of ferric
ions after irradiation. The system consists of an oxygen-saturated
solution of ferrous ammonium sulfate, cupric sulfate, and sulfuric acid
in triply distilled water. The concentrations are: 0.005~ H,S04,
lO-'~ re'+, 10-'~ Cu'+.

The range of the absorbed dose is usually from 50 krad to la' krad.
The response is independent of dos e rate for electron irradiation below
100 rad/pulse with a pulse Iength of 1.1 ~sec(6).

TIiE CERIC SULFATE IXlSI~!ETER(2c)

The process employed for the determination of dose is the reduc-
tion of ceric ions to cerous ions by irradiation. The dose is derived
from the difference in ceric ions before and after irradiation.

-2 3+ -2 ~+The system is a solution 10 ~ in Ce ,10 ~ in Ce ,0.4~ in
aqueous 112S0~. The initial concentratíon of ceric ions is varied within
the range of 0.2- 50nti according to the total dose to be measured. The
initíal cerous sulfate concentratian is equal to the ceric sulfate caneen
tration.

lhe useful dose range is from 10 krad to 20 Mrad.
There is no dose rate effect for electron irradiation with 1.l~sec

pulse length below 100 rad/pulse(2c).
This system is especially sensitive to impurities; even one n.MoE

organic impurities makes and appreciable change in the G value, so one
has to take care of factors such as the chemical purity of reagents, of
the water (must be triply distilled), cleanliness of glassware, and the
system should be protected from ultraviolet light. It is also recomrnended
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to wash the ampoules used as dosimeter containers twice with the dosi-
metric solution before filling and sealing.

The detennination of ccric concentration is accoJ'lplished by srectro-

photometric measurement at 320nm wavelength. After irradiation, dilu-
tion of the solutions is needed to bring the optical density within the
validity of Lambert-Beer's law (.004-.2m~. All dilutions are made with
0.4~ H,SO,.

The G value fay the reduction of ccric ions varies with initial
ceric ion concentration(2c). Using the appropriate G value the dose
can be calculated as:

D 6 OD x d x 3.343 X 105 (rads)
G

(2)

where d is the dilution factor and the constant 3.343 x 105 takes into
consideration the density, molar extinction coefficient of the ccric

-1 - 1ions, (e = 5610 t mol cm ) and the optical path length.
Dosimetry with the ceric sulfate system must be considered not

only on the basis of scientific results, but of procedure techniques
since to get reproducible results rnany careful procedurcs must be
followed and the system must be managed with a long period of expe-
rience. This dosimeter should be used only in those places wherc it will
be used continuously, because a systematic procedure is very important.
1f it is intended to use this dosirneter on1y rarely, is not as good as
other systems, because the technique requires more experience in arder
to get accuracy in the results. AIl this will be illustrated in the
experimental section of this work.

PLASnc AND DYE FlUI DOSlMETERS

Upon irradiation many plastic and dyeu plastic systems undergo. a
fairly reproducible and permanent change in the near ultraviolet and
visible absorption spectrum. Calibration curves are gcnerated by means
of spectrophotometry, which gives readings of the change in optical
density as a function of dose at a selected wavelength in the material
of interest. In general it is necessary tú calibrate the radiation
response of these systems by means of calorimetry(7) or by a standard
chemical dosimeter (e.g. Fricke) (2) , for different lots of the same
material.
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Advantages of using these plastic dosimeters are their inexpensi-
veness, easy of handling and ruggedness.

Their main disadvantages are(8): limited reproducibility, possible
systernatic error s due to variatian of response with dose rate and envi-
ronmental factors (tenlperature, humidity, illumination), instability
undcr certain conclitioos, batch-to-hatch variations, anornalies in thick-
ness oy the distribution of dyes ay other sensitizers.

lbe change in optical density at a specified wavelength is obtained
by placing the dosin~ter in a reproducible way in spectrophotometer or
a densitometer equipped with narrow bandpass filters(8). With sorne
systems it is necessary to apply a post-irradiatian treatment due to
the instability of the absorption spectra. With all systems, it is
necessary to trea! the aptieal surfaces carefully, so as to avoid
scratches, finger-prints, dust, etc., which would influence the aptieal
density readings. ~henpossible it is recomended to monitor the aptieal
density befare irradiation, and to correet far variations in thickness.

PARAROSANILlNE DYE SYSTFlolS(9)

This dosimeter is based in a triamino-triphenyl-methane dye cyanide
precurso!', available in the fann of Eilros, gels, papers and liquid

solution. Dose ranges are from la' - la' rads for the liquid dosimeter
and its response independent of dos e rate below 1015 rad/s.

The main advantages of these systems are: long shelf-life, dos e
rate independence, lo", atomic 'ntnnber constituents (C,H,N,O), insensi-

tivity to presence ay absence of oxygen, no temperature dependence
during read-out, image stability, linear dose response to ionizing radia-
tioo, high-resolution images, no need fay ultraclean handling, and simple
read-out.

Their disavantages ~re: sensitivity to ultraviolet 1ight, and
response affected by extremes in relative humidity, and to large changes
in temperatures during irradiation.

The Jye is an effective energy sink and has a high molar extinc-
tioo coefficient at the wavelength of maximum absorption, thus ensuring
efficient dosimetry if propcr activators and stabilizcTs are used.
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The radiation chemical effects in these dye systems comes mainly from
radiationless molecular excitations and bond polarization produced by
very low energy secondary photons or electrons as well as from the higher
energy ionizatian events.

The radiation chemical mechanism involves a break in the C-G~ bond
of the triamino triphenylaceto nitrile molecules, yielding the color
formation by salt isornerization to the dye form(10) .

In general, G values are dependent on dye concentratían, because
the critical radiation absorption processes occur efficiently in both
solute and solvent. At about 5~I, the G value is only half the value
at 10~1(9). -

This is a very suitable system for dosirnetry because its effective
atomic number can be varied to match the atomic number oE the material
to be irradiated. In such systems it is not necessary to apply cavity
theorycorrection far differences in radiatían absorption cross sections
when these systems are incorporated into the material to be irradiated.

RED PERSPEX roSI~IETER (11)

The system consists of red-dye pol}~thylrnethacrilate (Perspex)
Harwell type 4034 available in the form of sheet s of approximately
3mm thick. Under radiation to doses greater than ID' rads the material
darkens rneasurably owing to the formation of a new absorption band in
the 600-700 nm region of the spectrum. The darkening is measured in
terms of optical density increase by means of a spectrophometer.
Having established a calibration curve of optical density vs. dose, the
material can be used in the range from 1 x ID' to 5 x ID' rads. The
response is independent of dose rate up to ID' rad/s, and from there
it fells by 6% on increasing the dos e rate to 108 rad/s.

Optical dcnsity measurements are done at a wavelength in the regian
from 630-640 nm. 1his wavelength does not correspond to the maximum
absorption wavelength (615 nm). The reason to choose the higher wave-
length in the range is that the optical op.nsity measuremcnts are some-
what dependent on the time delay between irradiatían and read-out.

Postirradiation intensificatían occurs to wavelengths in the 600-640 nm
range, whereas in the 640-700 nm interval sorne post-irradiation fading
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oeeurs. In the optimum read-out region (630-640 nm) the two post-irradi~
tion effeets cancel each other.

Among the faetors whieh influenee the dose determination are:
a) Error in readout wayelength: it is observed that a ehange

greater than 1 nm in the wayelength causes a ehange of 1-2%/nm in the
readout dose.

b) Band width: it has been found that readouterrors beeome signi-
fieant (> 1%) if the band width of the readout light is greater than
S nm.

e) Drying out: when the dosimeters are exposed to yery dry air a
ehange in the slope of the absorption eoeffieient ys. dos e is observed.
The absorption eoeffieient is defined as:

K t:. OD
t

with t the thiekness of the Perspex sheet. This effeet can be redueed
by storing the unused dosimeter in sealed eontainers, as the ehange
does not amount to more than 1% in a 3-month periodo This effeet is
negligible for an exposure to dry air of a few days during irradiation
and readout.

EXPERIMENfAL

The purpose of this seetion is to proYide illustrations of the
tapies diseussed and to atta in familiarity with the systems mentioned
aboye. It is not intended to giye precise dosimetry methods and
present accurate results, which can with appropriate care be obtained
with these systems. These methods are fully deseribed in the referenees
given earlier. HoweverJ this section provides sorne useful comments
and giyes sorne light as to whieh of the tapies diseussed aboye need
further consideration.

G VALUE DETERMINATION FOR SCME Q1EMICAL DOSIMETERS

The purpose oE this experirnent was to determine the G value from
the calibration curve far the following systems: Fricke, "super" Fricke,

ferrous-cupric, and ceric sulfate dosimeters.
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The dosimeters were prepared as follows:
For the Frieke dosimcter, as deseribed in reL 2a, 0.4~ I1,SO" lO-l~ Fe'+.

For the "super" Frieke, the santard Frieke solution was bubbled with 0,

for half an hOUf, prooucing an incrcment in the H202 conccntration.

The ferrous-euprie dosimeter was prepared disso1ving 196 mg (N 11,J,.
Fe(SO,) ,,6 11,0 and 1.2S g CUSO,'S 11,0 in sao mi of O.OOS~I1,SO,. This

eom¡~sition may be improved, thus extending the useful dos e range by

dissolving 196 mg (Mh) ,'Fe(SO,j,'6 11,0, 2.S g CuSO,.S 11,0 and 24 mg

MI,'Fe(SO,), in O.OO~ I1,SO,.
To prepare the (cric-sulfate dosimctcr a stock solution was made by

dissolving 1.616 g Ce(SO,) , in 200 mI of 0.4~ II,SO, sollltion containing
- 2 3+ - 2 + lo

0.1~ 11,0,. lhis sollltion wil! be la ~ Ce , 10 ~Ce ,0.411 I1,SO, , and

0.1~ 11,0,. From these t.o solutions .ere made: one with 0.2Srrli Ce'+,
lt+ 3+

0.2SI11-1Ce ,0.411~1 I1,SO, for the low-dose range; the other with 2.SI11-1Ce
- 10+ -

2.Srrli Ce ,0.4~ II,SO, for the high-dose range.

Al! dosimcters .ere prepared .i th analytieal grade reagents in

glass.are, washed and heated to S40°C.
For thei r irradiation the solutions "'cre placcd in small glass

ampoules and sealed. Irradiations .ere made with a 10,000 Ci 60Co

facility of the llanish Atomic Energy Cornmission Research Establishment,

R" .,(12)
lS[) .

Doscs w'CTe dctcnnined fram a previous cal ihration of the 60Co

fae i I i ty made by means of a calorimcter( 13) ami recheeked when the

source was reloaded in January 1973(12)"

After the irradiation the absorption spcctrum of each t)~ of

irradiatcd samplc "'as measured. Thc v.:avclcngth of maximwn absorption

.as determined. The optical density of irradiated and unirradiated

solutions \,'3S then measured in a Cary 15 spcctrophotomcter. In the case

of the ccric sulfate dosimetcr the irradiated solution ~as rcad against
a O.4~ ~hSOIo 501ution because of the instahility of this system.

CALIBRATIONOF RAD10C1IR()'\IlClJ)1' FllJ.1

lhc purposc of this expcriment is to derive a suitable method for

calibrating radiochrornic dye films.
The system eonsists of S~l (hexahytlroxy) ethyl pararosaniline

cyar.idc in 2-rncthoxy ethanol and mI 100~ glacial acctic acid dissolved

in a plastic matrix and dried on a £lat surfacc to fonn a tmifonn film
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sheet. Optical density measurements were performed in a spectrophoto-
. (14)meter specially adapted for thlS purpose .

First the response of the spectrophotometer was checked by means
of optical density mcasurements with a photographic film step wedge
calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards (N.B.S).

For irradiation the filrns were placed in plastic envelopes which
protected them from UV ligth. lrradiations were carried out in ule
60Co facility property of the Oanish Atomic Energy Commission Research
Establishment (Ris~)(12), in the dose range 0.5 to 3 Mrad. An absorp-
tion spectrum was run far an irradiated film to determine the maximum
absorption wavelength in a Cary 15 spectrophotometer, which gave a value
of 600 nm.

Finally a calibration curve of ~ OO/mn vs. dose was obtained.
The optical density chlli,geper unit thickness (~OD/rnm) is used to
correet far small variations in thickness of the fi1ms.

DETE~IINATION OF THE SENSITIVITY OF A LlQUIO DYE DCSI~~ER

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the sensltlvlty
of a liquid dye dosimeter made from pararosaniline dye cyanide dissolved
in 2-methoxy ethanol containing a small amount of Keak acid.

The dosimeter was prepared as follows: 0.3144 g of pararosaniline
was dissolved in 200 mI 2-methoxy ethanol containing 200 ~l 100% glacial
acetic acid. This makes a Silli dye solution. This solution was stirred
for a half hour and filtered through ordinary filter papero

For its irradiation the solution was placed in sealed glass am-
poules. The ampoules were placed in a wooden holder thick enough to
approximate electronic equilibrium conditions. During handling, the
ampoules were protected from ultraviolet light.

Irradiations were performcd in the 60Co Gamnacell of the Danish
Atomic Energy Cornmission (Ris~) (12), in the dose range S to 25 Krad,
as rncasured with Fricke solution.

After each irradiation the change in optical density was determined
by means of a Cary 15 spectrophotometer in a S mm optical pathlength
cell. Al! values were determined at the maxirnl~ absorption wavelength
of 550 nm.
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mSE DISTRIBlITlON IN lHE GAl-NACELL CHAMBER

The p~rpose af this experiment was ta determine the das e distribu-
tian in a vertical plane through the center axis of the Garnnacell cham-
ber described in ref. 12. lhe chamber is cylindrical in shape, 220 mm
in height and 122 mm in diameter.

As radiation sensor a sheet of Red Perspex 400 from ICI Ltd. was
placed between two 15 nm thick wooden plates to approximate electronic
equilibrium conditions. The sheet was irradiated to adose of 5 x 10'
rads, as measured with Fricke solution, and the change in optical density
determined by means af a scanning spectrophotometer(14) at a wavelength
of 640 nro, in which a 1 cm wide strip of Perspex was measured each time.
Optical density measurements were translated to dose values by means of
a calibration curve(8) and by this procedure it was possible to genera te
the isodoses profiles inside the chamber.

RESULTS AND DlSCUSSION

ChemicalVOó~et~.- Figure 1 shows the change in optical density
(~OD) vs. dose (D) for each of the systems discussed. The spectrophoto-
metric readings of optical density were taken at the respective maximum
absorption wavelengths, and from these readings wcre subtracted values
of optical density of unirradiated solutions. The values of ~ OD/D
determined from the figures and the corresponding values of E are given
in Table 2. These values could then be substituted in equation 1 to
obtain the cOTrcsponding G values far each oE the dosimetric solutions,
also listed in Table 2.

G values obtained from figure 1 are not as accurate as they might
be under highly controlled conditions. To get the traditional values
documented in thc references, a more elaborate procedures and better
familiarization with cach oE the systems mentioned would be required.
This familiarization implies an cxtremely precise and accurate practice
in the preparation of the dosimeter. This is especially evident in
the case DE the ceric sulfate dosimeter, far which the preparation DE
techniques require a lot of practice. Figure Id reflects this fact,
since unreliable results were obtained from the 2.5M Ce'+ 2.5~1 Ce'+
solution.
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Fig. 1. Calibration curve tor the change in optical density vs. dose
for Fricke and "super" Fricke solutions (a), ferrous-cupric solutionsi
(b) I ceric-sulfate dosirneter (O.25mM in Ce3+ and Ce4+) I (e), and ceric-
sulfate dosirneter (2.5~ in Ce3+ and e4+), (d), irradiated with GOCo
gammas.
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TABLEZ." Useful dosimetric parameters for the aqueous chemical dosimeters discussed in
this work

System e(l M-lan-I) ).(nm) Reference• (llOD/O) *(rad)-I GH

Fricke 2197 302 Fricke 1. 8 x 10. 5 G(Fe l+)"lS.4

Super Fricke 2197 302 Super Fricke 1. 9 x 10.5 G(Fe1+)"'16.4

Ferrcus-cupric 2167 305 Ferrous-cupric 7.5 x 10- y G(FeJ+}z.667

Ferrous-cupric 3167 305 Ferroos-cupric 6.8 x 10 - 7 G(FeJ+) ••.603

(Improved solution) (Improved 501utioo)
Cerie-sulfate 5610 320 H2SO~ -7.26 x 10-~ G(-Ce H)_Z.34

O.2S~ Ce ••
O.ZS~ Ce~+

+ Al\ referent:e solution are urlirradiated

ft As determined from figure 1.

++ Obtained from this work.

From the experirnents it is possible to estimate thc response of
the dosimeters in the differcnt dos e ranges. Table 3 presents the range
in which each dosimeter response is linear with close. Exccption is
made for the ferrous-cupric dosimeter sincc in this systems G(Fe 3+)

valuc dcpends slightly on dose(Zb) .
It must be pointed out that modified solution concentrations must

be used whenevcr one wishcs to cxtend the uose rangc.

TABLE 3.- Useful dose range for the dosimetric systems discussed in
this texto

System Dose Range (krad) Uncertainty (1)

Fricke 4-40 '-2
Super Fricke 4-100 1-2
Ferrous-cupric 50-1000 1-2
Ferrous-cupric 50-1000 1-2
(Improved solution)
Ceric-sulfate

3+ ~+0.2S~ Ce • 0.25~ Ce 10-100 1-2
3+ ••+

2.5~Ce • 2.5~Ce 100-1000 1-2
Pararosaniline dye film
520 11m 500-2000 3-5
600 11m 100-2000 3-5
Pararosaniline dye liquid 1-200 1-3
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Radio~h~om<~ dljeh.-Figure 2 shaws the variatian af the change in
aptical density per mn (ó OD/rnm) vs. dase far the radiachramic dye
film type used in this wark. Spectraphatametric readings were taken
at twa different wavelengths, 600 and 520 nID. As can be seen fram the
figure when the lawer wavelength is uscd, the useful dase range af the
dasimeter is extended ayer that far wavelengths clase ta the absarptian
JTl.1.ximum.

The use cf radiochromic dye in low-cnergy accelerator dosirnetry
shows promisc, becausc these films can be marle thin enough and their
composition can be varied. so as to match the effcctive atomic number
and eleetron stopping power of the material irradiated in practical
radiation processing.

~oo
mm

20

15

10

D 1••• 41.

Fig. 2. Calibration curve of the change in optical density per mm. vs.
dose for the pararosaniline dye film irradiated with GOCo gammas. The
upper curve as determinpd at a wavelength of 600 nro. The lower one at
520 nro.
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Figure 3 shows the calihration curve for the radiochromic dye
liquid based on Fricke dosimeter solution dose readings. To compute
the sensitivity of the dosimeter from the figure we ha ve to:

i) Determine th,' slope of the 1inear ~ OD vs. dos e response curve.
ii) Correct this value from different absorption characteristics of

the dye system and the Fricke solution which was used to calibrate the
60Co gamrnacell. TIlis last correction can be computed from:

DFricke
(Z/A)dye

(Z/A) Fricke

So from figure 3 we have:

~ OD 0.0188 DFricke

20 25
o (k rld!"

AOO •. 01118 OUCroll1
tor on o,fical '0111 o, 511I.-

10

.3

.2

A ••
.5e_ .
.4

Fig. 3. Calibration curve of the change in iptical density vs. dose
fer the liquid dye system. Optical density measurements were deter-
mined in 0.5 cm optical path cuvettes. Irradiations were carried
out in a GOCo Gammacell.
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Substituting from 0F . k in the aboye equation:nc e

and thus

Ó OD
0.0188 (0.9939)

ó 00 0.0189 Ddye (in krad)

So the sensitivity of the dosimeter is

0.0378 ó 00
krad

for 1 cm optical path.
From tllisvalue it can be seeo that this system can be uscd in the

same dose nmge as the Fricke solution, "ith the advantage that its
preparation technique and ingredients donot have tu be as clean as for
the Fricke dosimeter. However, it must be remerri:>eredthat these radio-
chromic dye systems are sensitive to lW light.

Red Persp" 400

•

•
•

Fig. 4. Relative dose distribution in the irradiation ehamber of the
3000 Ci GOCo Garnmacell. Measurements were done with red Perspex 400.



soo
IudoM ¡:mUen" .ins.ide t{¡e .i!tM.d.i<ú.iO" e{¡ambVt.- Figure 4 sho"s the

isaciase profilcs inside the i1'1'ad1<1tion ehambcr of the 60Co Gamnacell

at RisÓ(lZ), as determined by means of Red I'erspex 400 dosimeter strips

froID lel LtJ. Thc changc in optical dcnsity values wcre converted to
absorbed dos e valucs by mcans of a calibratian curve, since the Te1ation

beth'cen the optical density ano dose i5 not linear for this system.
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